PRE-SURVEY ITEMS

TAM101

SINGLE CHOICE

Household military status

Special instructions for programmers: If answer to Common Content Profile item milstat == 2 OR milstat == 3, then ask TAM101 AND TAM102, otherwise skip to TAM103

Do you currently live with an immediate family member who is serving or has served in the U.S. military?

1 Yes
0 No
9 Prefer not to say
SINGLE CHOICE

Household military status

Special instructions for programmers: If answer to Common Content Profile item milstat == 2 OR milstat == 3, then ask TAM101 AND TAM102, otherwise skip to TAM103.

If TAM101 == “Yes” show:

How are you related to the person you currently live with who is serving or has served in the U.S. military? If you live with more than one veteran, tell us only about the one with the most recent birthday.

If TAM101 == “No” show:

How are you related to the immediate family member who is serving or has served in the U.S. military? If more than one, tell us only about the one with the most recent birthday.

1  Spouse
2  Father
3  Mother
4  Sister
5  Brother
6  Daughter
7  Son
8  Other
9  Prefer not to say
Non/Military social group

Special instructions for programmers: Ask of all respondents.

Of the people you socialize with regularly and NOT COUNTING the people you live with now, how many are

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TAM103</th>
<th>TAM104</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>c.</td>
<td>currently serving or have served in the U.S. military.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c.</td>
<td>civilians who have never served in the U.S. military</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Columns:

| 1 | 0 |
| 2 | 1 |
| 3 | 2-5 |
| 4 | 6-10 |
| 5 | More than 10 |
| 6 | Not sure |
| 9 | Prefer not to say |
SINGLE CHOICE QUESTION USING A SCALE WIDGET

Skin color can be described based on skin tone or complexion shades. Using a scale from 0 to 4 where 0 represents very dark and 4 represents being very light, where would you place yourself on that scale?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Very Dark</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>Very light</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
GRID

Perceived County Diversity

*Reverse response options.*

Thinking about the levels of diversity in your county how many of each of the following groups would you say live in your county?

**Rows:**
- TAM202  African Americans
- TAM203  Latinos/ Hispanics
- TAM204  Whites
[STRIKE THIS ROW FROM GRID]

**Columns:**
1  NONE
2  FEW
3  SOME
4  A LOT
5  NOT SURE
GRID

Economic Competition

Note to programmers: For items TAM206-TAM210 do not include the Row that corresponds to R’s own race/ethnic group. For example, if R is African American, do NOT include TAM207 as a Row in Grid. If R marks “Native American” OR “Mixed” OR “Other” OR “Middle Eastern” OR “Skipped” OR “Not asked” on the Race item in the Common Content, then include all rows. Reverse response options.

How much do you agree or disagree that having similar job opportunities, educational attainment or income creates economic competition between people from each of the following groups and yourself."

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>If Answer to Race question in Common Content is White</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rows:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAM206</td>
<td>Others in general</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAM207</td>
<td>African American/Black</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAM208</td>
<td>Hispanics/ Latinos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[STRIKE THIS ROW FROM GRID]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>If Answer to Race question in Common Content is African American/Black</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rows:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAM206</td>
<td>Others in general</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAM208</td>
<td>Hispanics/ Latinos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAM209</td>
<td>Whites</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[STRIKE THIS ROW FROM GRID]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>If Answer to Race question in Common Content is Hispanic/ Latino</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rows:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAM206</td>
<td>Others in general</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAM207</td>
<td>African American/Black</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAM209</td>
<td>Whites</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[STRIKE THIS ROW FROM GRID]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>If Answer to Race question in Common Content is Asian American</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rows:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAM206</td>
<td>Others in general</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAM207</td>
<td>African American/Black</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAM208</td>
<td>Hispanics/ Latinos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAM209</td>
<td>Whites</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>If Answer to Race question in Common Content is “Native American” OR “Mixed” OR “Other” OR “Middle Eastern” OR “Skipped” OR “Not asked”</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rows:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAM206</td>
<td>Others in general</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAM207</td>
<td>African American/Black</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAM208</td>
<td>Hispanics/ Latinos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAM209</td>
<td>Whites</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Columns:
1  STRONGLY AGREE
2   AGREE
3   NEITHER AGREE NOR DISAGREE
4   DISAGREE
5   STRONGLY DISAGREE
8   NOT SURE
GRID

Ethnic makeup of social context

*Note to programmers: Rotate response options. NOT SURE is fixed. If respondent indicates “MIXED” for any of the rows, show pop-up question. “How would you describe the ethnic mix?”*

How would you describe the ethnic mix for each of the groups in your life below?

**Rows:**
- TAM211 Friends
- TAM212 Coworkers
- TAM213 Neighbors

**Columns:**
1. MOSTLY WHITE
2. MOSTLY BLACK
3. MOSTLY LATINO
4. MOSTLY ASIAN
5. MIXED.
8. {FIXED} NOT SURE

*IF TAM211 OR TAM212 OR TAM213 is PUNCH 5 (MIXED), SHOW POP-UP QUESTION:*

How would you describe the ethnic mix?

**Columns**
1. WHITE AND BLACK
2. BLACK AND LATINO
3. WHITE AND LATINO
4. BLACK, WHITE AND LATINO
5. ASIAN AND WHITE
6. ASIAN AND BLACK
7. BLACK, WHITE AND ASIAN
8. WHITE, LATINO AND ASIAN
9. BLACK, LATINO AND ASIAN
10. LATINO AND ASIAN
11. {FIXED} ALL RACES
GRID

Note to programmers: For items TAM214-TAM217 do not include the Row that corresponds to R’s own race/ethnic group. For example, if R is African American, do NOT include TAM214 as a Row in Grid. If R marks “Native American” OR “Mixed” OR “Other” OR “Middle Eastern” OR “Skipped” OR “Not asked” on the Race item in the Common Content, then include all rows. Reverse response options.

Thinking about issues like job opportunities, educational attainment or income, how much do you have in common with the following groups in the United States today?

If Answer to Race question in Common Content is White

Rows:
TAM214 African American/Black
TAM215 Hispanics/ Latinos
[STRIKE THIS ROW FROM GRID]

If Answer to Race question in Common Content is African American/Black

Rows:
TAM215 Hispanics/ Latinos
TAM216 Whites
[STRIKE THIS ROW FROM GRID]

If Answer to Race question in Common Content is Hispanic/ Latino

Rows:
TAM214 African American/Black
TAM216 Whites
[STRIKE THIS ROW FROM GRID]

If Answer to Race question in Common Content is Asian American

Rows:
TAM214 African American/Black
TAM215 Hispanics/ Latinos
TAM216 Whites

If Answer to Race question in Common Content is “Native American” OR “Mixed” OR “Other” OR “Middle Eastern” OR “Skipped” OR “Not asked”

Rows:
TAM214 African American/Black
TAM215 Hispanics/ Latinos
TAM216 Whites
[STRIKE THIS ROW FROM GRID]

Columns:
1 NOTHING
2 LITTLE
3 SOME
<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>A LOT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>NOT SURE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
GRID

Note to programmers: For items TAM218-TAM221 do not include the Row that corresponds to R’s own race/ethnic group. For example, if R is African American, do NOT include TAM218 as a row in Grid. If R marks “Native American” OR “Mixed” OR “Other” OR “Middle Eastern” OR “Skipped” OR “Not asked” on the Race item in the Common Content, then include all rows.
Reverse response options.

For each of the following groups mark how much you agree or disagree that more good jobs for ________, means fewer goods jobs for people like me.

**If Answer to Race question in Common Content is White**
Rows:
- TAM218 African American/Black
- TAM219 Hispanics/ Latinos
  [STRIKE THIS ROW FROM GRID]

**If Answer to Race question in Common Content is African American/Black**
Rows:
- TAM219 Hispanics/ Latinos
- TAM220 Whites
  [STRIKE THIS ROW FROM GRID]

**If Answer to Race question in Common Content is Hispanic/ Latino**
Rows:
- TAM218 African American/Black
- TAM220 Whites
  [STRIKE THIS ROW FROM GRID]

**If Answer to Race question in Common Content is Asian American**
Rows:
- TAM218 African American/Black
- TAM219 Hispanics/ Latinos
- TAM220 Whites

**If Answer to Race question in Common Content is “Native American” OR “Mixed” OR “Other” OR “Middle Eastern” OR “Skipped” OR “Not asked”**
Rows:
- TAM218 African American/Black
- TAM219 Hispanics/ Latinos
- TAM220 Whites
  [STRIKE THIS ROW FROM GRID]

Columns:
1 STRONGLY AGREE
2 AGREE
3 NEITHER AGREE NOR DISAGREE
4 DISAGREE
5 STRONGLY DISAGREE
8 NOT SURE
SINGLE CHOICE

Rule of Law

*Randomize the order of TAM301-305. Reverse response options. TAM301-305 must be presented as five SINGLE CHOICE items that appear on separate screens.*

In the United States rule of law is important and people are expected to comply with the law. **When illegal immigrants ignore rules about immigration**, how much do you agree or disagree that this will encourage people to ignore laws.

Columns:

1. Strongly agree
2. Somewhat agree
3. Neither agree nor disagree
4. Somewhat disagree
5. Strongly disagree
99. Prefer not to say
SINGLE CHOICE

Rule of Law

*Randomize the order of TAM301-305. Reverse response options. TAM301-305 must be presented as five SINGLE CHOICE items that appear on separate screens.*

In the United States rule of law is important and people are expected to comply with the law. **When American taxpayers ignore rules about taxes**, how much do you agree or disagree that this will encourage people to ignore laws.

Columns:

1. Strongly agree
2. Somewhat agree
3. Neither agree nor disagree
4. Somewhat disagree
5. Strongly disagree
99. Prefer not to say
SINGLE CHOICE

Rule of Law

*Randomize the order of TAM301-305. Reverse response options. TAM301-305 must be presented as five SINGLE CHOICE items that appear on separate screens.*

In the United States rule of law is important and people are expected to comply with the law. **When professional athletes ignore rules about using performance enhancing drugs like steroids,** how much do you agree or disagree that this will encourage people to ignore laws.

Columns:
- 1 Strongly agree
- 2 Somewhat agree
- 3 Neither agree nor disagree
- 4 Somewhat disagree
- 5 Strongly disagree
- 99 Prefer not to say
SINGLE CHOICE

Rule of Law

Randomize the order of TAM301-305. Reverse response options. TAM301-305 must be presented as five SINGLE CHOICE items that appear on separate screens.

In the United States rule of law is important and people are expected to comply with the law. When police officers ignore rules and use excessive force during an arrest, how much do you agree or disagree that this will encourage people to ignore laws.

Columns:
1  Strongly agree
2  Somewhat agree
3  Neither agree nor disagree
4  Somewhat disagree
5  Strongly disagree
99  Prefer not to say
SINGLE CHOICE

Rule of Law

*Randomize the order of TAM301-305. Reverse response options. TAM301-305 must be presented as five SINGLE CHOICE items that appear on separate screens.*

In the United States rule of law is important and people are expected to comply with the law. **When U.S. employers ignore rules about hiring illegal immigrants**, how much do you agree or disagree that this will encourage people to ignore laws.

Columns:

1    Strongly agree  
2    Somewhat agree  
3    Neither agree nor disagree  
4    Somewhat disagree  
5    Strongly disagree  
99    Prefer not to say
SINGLE CHOICE

State intervention philosophy

Randomize the order of TAM306-309. TAM306-309 must be presented as four SINGLE CHOICE items that appear on separate screens. Reverse response options.

US federal law provides that only the national government can change policy in certain areas of the law. If the national government fails to address banking reform, would you approve or disapprove of your state, county and city government take action to resolve the issue?

Columns:
1  Strongly approve
2  Somewhat approve
3  Neither approve nor disapprove
4  Somewhat disapprove
5  Strongly disapprove
99  Prefer not to say
SINGLE CHOICE

State intervention philosophy

Randomize the order of TAM306-309. TAM306-309 must be presented as four SINGLE CHOICE items that appear on separate screens. Reverse response options.

US federal law provides that only the national government can change policy in certain areas of the law. If the national government fails to address environmental treaties and agreements, would you approve or disapprove of your state, county and city government take action to resolve the issue?

Columns:
1 Strongly approve
2 Somewhat approve
3 Neither approve nor disapprove
4 Somewhat disapprove
5 Strongly disapprove
99 Prefer not to say
SINGLE CHOICE

State intervention philosophy

Randomize the order of TAM306-309. TAM306-309 must be presented as four SINGLE CHOICE items that appear on separate screens. Reverse response options.

US federal law provides that only the national government can change policy in certain areas of the law. If the national government fails to address terrorism, would you approve or disapprove of your state, county and city government take action to resolve the issue?

Columns:
1. Strongly approve
2. Somewhat approve
3. Neither approve nor disapprove
4. Somewhat disapprove
5. Strongly disapprove
99. Prefer not to say
SINGLE CHOICE

State intervention philosophy

Randomize the order of TAM306-309. TAM306-309 must be presented as four SINGLE CHOICE items that appear on separate screens. Reverse response options.

US federal law provides that only the national government can change policy in certain areas of the law. If the national government fails to address immigration, would you approve or disapprove of your state, county and city government take action to resolve the issue?

Columns:
1  Strongly approve
2  Somewhat approve
3  Neither approve nor disapprove
4  Somewhat disapprove
5  Strongly disapprove
99  Prefer not to say
POST-SURVEY ITEMS

TAM400

SINGLE CHOICE

Support Arizona policy

*Reverse response options.*

Do you approve or disapprove of the immigration law in Arizona which requires police to question people they suspect are illegal immigrants for proof of legal status?

Columns:
1  Strongly approve
2  Somewhat approve
3  Neither approve nor disapprove
4  Somewhat disapprove
5  Strongly disapprove
99  Prefer not to say
SINGLE CHOICE

Perceived Policy toward immigrants

*Special instructions for programmers: Reverse response options. [STATE] indicates that the respondent’s state of residence should be inserted into the question text.*

Do you think [STATE] immigration laws and policies generally:

1. **Strongly benefit immigrants** currently living in [STATE]
2. **Somewhat benefit immigrants** currently living in [STATE]
3. **Somewhat penalize immigrants** currently living in [STATE]
4. **Strongly penalize immigrants** currently living in [STATE]
5. Neither
6. Not Sure
SINGLE CHOICE

Perceived Public Attitudes toward immigrants

Special instructions for programmers: Reverse response options. [STATE] indicates that the respondent’s state of residence should be inserted into the question text.

Do you think people in [STATE] generally feel:

1. Very welcoming toward immigrants
2. Somewhat welcoming toward immigrants
3. Somewhat unwelcoming toward immigrants
4. Strongly unwelcoming toward immigrants
5. Neither
8. Not Sure
SINGLE CHOICE

Welcomed by Democratic Party

Special instructions for programmers: All respondents receive TAM403 – TAM412; Randomize whether respondents first receive TAM403-407 (Welcomed by Democratic Party) or TAM408-412 (Welcomed by Republican Party); Randomize TAM403-TAM407; Reverse response options; TAM403-407 must be presented as five SINGLE CHOICE items that appear on separate screens.

How welcoming do you think the Democratic Party is towards African Americans?

1 Very welcoming
2 Somewhat welcoming
3 Not sure
4 Somewhat unwelcoming
5 Very unwelcoming
SINGLE CHOICE

Welcomed by Democratic Party

Special instructions for programmers: All respondents receive TAM403 – TAM412; Randomize whether respondents first receive TAM403-407 (Welcomed by Democratic Party) or TAM408-412 (Welcomed by Republican Party); Randomize TAM403-TAM407; Reverse response options; TAM403-407 must be presented as five SINGLE CHOICE items that appear on separate screens.

How welcoming do you think the Democratic Party is towards Whites?

1. Very welcoming
2. Somewhat welcoming
3. Not sure
4. Somewhat unwelcoming
5. Very unwelcoming
SINGLE CHOICE

Welcomed by Democratic Party

Special instructions for programmers: All respondents receive TAM403 – TAM412; Randomize whether respondents first receive TAM403-407 (Welcomed by Democratic Party) or TAM408-412 (Welcomed by Republican Party); Randomize TAM403-TAM407; Reverse response options; TAM403-407 must be presented as five SINGLE CHOICE items that appear on separate screens.

How welcoming do you think the Democratic Party is towards Latinos?

1 Very welcoming
2 Somewhat welcoming
3 Not sure
4 Somewhat unwelcoming
5 Very unwelcoming
SINGLE CHOICE

Welcomed by Democratic Party

Special instructions for programmers: All respondents receive TAM403 – TAM412; Randomize whether respondents first receive TAM403-407 (Welcomed by Democratic Party) or TAM408-412 (Welcomed by Republican Party); Randomize TAM403-TAM407; Reverse response options; TAM403-407 must be presented as five SINGLE CHOICE items that appear on separate screens.

How welcoming do you think the Democratic Party is towards Gays and Lesbians?

1. Very welcoming
2. Somewhat welcoming
3. Not sure
4. Somewhat unwelcoming
5. Very unwelcoming
SINGLE CHOICE

Welcomed by Democratic Party

Special instructions for programmers: All respondents receive TAM403 – TAM412; Randomize whether respondents first receive TAM403-407 (Welcomed by Democratic Party) or TAM408-412 (Welcomed by Republican Party); Randomize TAM403-TAM407; Reverse response options; TAM403-407 must be presented as five SINGLE CHOICE items that appear on separate screens.

How welcoming do you think the Democratic Party is towards Muslim Americans?

1 Very welcoming
2 Somewhat welcoming
3 Not sure
4 Somewhat unwelcoming
5 Very unwelcoming
SINGLE CHOICE

Welcomed by Republican Party

Special instructions for programmers: All respondents receive TAM403 – TAM412; Randomize whether respondents first receive TAM403-407 (Welcomed by Democratic Party) or TAM408-412 (Welcomed by Republican Party); Randomize TAM408-TAM412; Reverse response options; TAM408-412 must be presented as five SINGLE CHOICE items that appear on separate screens.

How welcoming do you think the Democratic Party is towards African Americans?

1 Very welcoming
2 Somewhat welcoming
3 Not sure
4 Somewhat unwelcoming
5 Very unwelcoming
SINGLE CHOICE

**Welcomed by Republican Party**

*Special instructions for programmers: All respondents receive TAM409 – TAM412; Randomize whether respondents first receive TAM403-407 (Welcomed by Democratic Party) or TAM408-412 (Welcomed by Republican Party); Randomize TAM408-TAM412; Reverse response options; TAM408-412 must be presented as five SINGLE CHOICE items that appear on separate screens.*

How welcoming do you think the Democratic Party is towards **Whites**?

1. Very welcoming
2. Somewhat welcoming
3. Not sure
4. Somewhat unwelcoming
5. Very unwelcoming
SINGLE CHOICE

Welcomed by Republican Party

Special instructions for programmers: All respondents receive TAM403 – TAM412; Randomize whether respondents first receive TAM403-407 (Welcomed by Democratic Party) or TAM408-412 (Welcomed by Republican Party); Randomize TAM408-TAM412; Reverse response options; TAM408-412 must be presented as five SINGLE CHOICE items that appear on separate screens.

How welcoming do you think the Democratic Party is towards Latinos?

1  Very welcoming
2  Somewhat welcoming
3  Not sure
4  Somewhat unwelcoming
5  Very unwelcoming
SINGLE CHOICE

Welcomed by Republican Party

Special instructions for programmers: All respondents receive TAM403 – TAM412; Randomize whether respondents first receive TAM403-407 (Welcomed by Democratic Party) or TAM408-412 (Welcomed by Republican Party); Randomize TAM408-TAM412; Reverse response options; TAM408-412 must be presented as five SINGLE CHOICE items that appear on separate screens.

How welcoming do you think the Democratic Party is towards Gays and Lesbians?

1 Very welcoming
2 Somewhat welcoming
3 Not sure
4 Somewhat unwelcoming
5 Very unwelcoming
SINGLE CHOICE

Welcomed by Republican Party

Special instructions for programmers: All respondents receive TAM403 – TAM412; Randomize whether respondents first receive TAM403-407 (Welcomed by Democratic Party) or TAM408-412 (Welcomed by Republican Party); Randomize TAM408-TAM412; Reverse response options; TAM408-412 must be presented as five SINGLE CHOICE items that appear on separate screens.

How welcoming do you think the Democratic Party is towards Muslim Americans?

1  Very welcoming
2  Somewhat welcoming
3  Not sure
4  Somewhat unwelcoming
5  Very unwelcoming